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TO MAKE AN ORDER VISIT:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk
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Welcome!

For younger children

Welcome to the 2016-17 Christian Education catalogue.

Animal Tales

This year we have lots
of new and exciting
ideas to support
you in your spiritual
journey, along with
gorgeous gift ideas
for your friends and
family. Take a look
at pages 22-24 for
our expanded Christmas and Easter
card range.

Nick Butterworth and Mick Inkpen

The adult colouring book craze has
given us some beautiful books, featuring
inspiring Bible texts and exquisite images
so that your time spent colouring relaxes,

calms and blesses at the same time. These
books make wonderful presents.

Format: Hardback – 120 pages
ISBN: 9781859856376
Cat code: AA150313

There’s something for everyone here,
including some great illustrated and
engaging story books for children as well
as lots of new ideas for you and your
church leaders.
Many thanks for your ongoing support,
and be blessed,

£6.99
Age
5+

Zoë Keens
CEO

A fabulous collection of stories for children aged 5 and over.
Nick Butterworth and Mick Inkpen’s delightful Animal Tales tells
of some special occasions in Jesus’ life, seen through the eyes
of some of God’s smaller creatures, who have no trouble at all
understanding exactly what is happening …

Build Your Own Noah’s Ark
Juliet David, Illustrated by Bill Bolton

Contents

Pages

Resources for young children

3-6
7-9
10
11
12
13-14
19-21
22-23
24
25-27
28

Books for older children
Biographies
Factual and reference books
Adult activity resources
Educational packs
Spiritual growth for you and your church
Christmas cards
Easter cards
Fresh From the Word
IBRA
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ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

Format: Boardbook – 14 pages
ISBN: 9781859852248
Cat code: AA160301

£6.99
Age
3+

EMAIL:

Cheerful board book with model of Noah’s ark to construct and
enjoy. Play pieces mirror the illustrations in the book. Simply press
out pieces from the book and slot together to create your very
own ark!

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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For younger children

Age
3+

Stories Jesus Told

The Lion Storyteller Bible

Nick Butterworth and Mick Inkpen

Bob Hartman and Krisztina Kállai Nagy

Format: Hardback – 224 pages
ISBN: 9781859855881
Cat code: AA150314

Format: Hardback – 160 pages
ISBN: 9780745964331
Cat code: 160104

£7.99

£15.99

Children relate to stories, and there was never a better storyteller
than Jesus. Stories Jesus Told is an ideal introduction to Jesus’
simple, short and often very funny stories, sharing truth, love and
wisdom with young children. This omnibus edition includes eight
of Jesus’ best-loved stories: The Two Sons, The House on the Rock,
The Little Gate, The Ten Silver Coins, The Precious Pearl, The Good
Stranger, The Rich Farmer and The Lost Sheep.

These stories are retold by a professional storyteller who uses all
his skill to fill the pages with humour, drama and action. This book
comes with CDs for listening to whilst reading, or on its own. A
great purchase for families, schools and children’s groups.

Age
5+

Stories Jesus Told Colouring Book

Day is Done

Nick Butterworth, Illustrated by Mick Inkpen

Elena Pasquali and Natascia Ugliano

Format: Paperback – 128 pages
ISBN: 9781859856536
Cat code: AA160302

Format: Hardback – 32 pages
ISBN: 9780745963891
Cat code: AA160303

£3.99

£6.99

Read the parables and colour your favourite Bible stories!

Age
5+

Age
3+

4

ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

EMAIL:

Beautiful prayers to bless your child with to take them through the
night to the next day. Engaging illustrations and cosy scenes are
perfect for parent and child to share and read together before bed.

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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Held in Hope

For children and young people
The Lion Comic Book Hero Bible

Maya Goes to Hospital
Sam and his Special Book
Josh Stays in Hospital
Jesus Still Loves Joe

Jeff Anderson, Siku, Richard Thomas
Format: Hardback – 192 pages
ISBN: 9780745956176
Cat code: AA160304

Written by Victoria Beech with
the Paediatric Children’s Network.
Illustrated by Rhiannon Mollart.

£14.99

This series relates Christian faith to children experiencing
illness, death and bereavement, and also helps their parents
and carers to provide understanding and support in difficult
and tragic circumstances. The books feature stories about
children who both visit and have to stay in hospital, a child
who is life limited and a child whose sibling has died.
This is a wonderful resource for children’s workers and
churches to provide much-needed support at the most
challenging times in a young child’s life. We would love
to see a set in every church to help in difficult times.

Ideal for
comic book
lovers

Buy all 4 books
for £15

The Unofficial Bible for Minecrafters
Garrett Romines, Christopher Miko

Cat code: AA130205

Format: Paperback – 288 pages
ISBN: 9780745968278
Cat code: AA160305

Videos – narrated
by Bear Grylls

£12.99

The Held in Hope series is
accompanied by eight free online
videos, with the stories read by
Bear Grylls; TV presenter, British
adventurer, best-selling author and
Chief Scout. Each book has two minifilms, one with interactive questions to
help children engage with the story.

Age
3+
6

From its greatest heroes to its darkest villains... epic stories are
told through powerful comic book style, presenting the Bible
as never seen before! The men and women of the Bible were
not perfect, but nor were they ordinary. Faith gave some power.
To lead. To save. To destroy evil. Others succumbed to the
darkness. But still more was required. An ultimate hero. To fight
the ultimate battle.

Great gift
for gamers

Since 2009, Minecraft has taken the gaming world by storm.
Now hugely popular with children, those familiar with the
phenomenon will love this new world and the adventures of
God’s people. Garrett Romines, and Christopher Miko; have
re-created Bible stories with the famous virtual blocks to
produce vibrant, and complex 3D worlds filled with
adventure and using astonishing imagination.

The videos are available at:
www.paediatric-chaplaincy-network.org

ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

EMAIL:

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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For children and young people
Bible Detective

Hillytown Biscuit Church

Peter Martin, Peter Kent

Hillytown Biscuit Church at Garibaldi Hall

Format: Hardback – 48 pages
ISBN: 9780745962764
Cat code: AA150305

Hillytown Biscuit Church and the Custard Cream
Communion Club

£8.99
Age
5+

Hillytown Biscuit Church series

Young detectives will never tire of this picture-search puzzle
book. Readers scour over 17 cleverly illustrated scenes of Bible
events to find the answers to the questions posed on each page.
This kind of picture book is particularly great for reluctant
readers and visual learners, helping all children get an overview
of the Bible’s history and content as they super-sleuth their way
through the book.

Written by Ruth Whiter
The Hillytown Biscuit Church series is written
for children aged 6–9 or for young families to
share together, celebrating the experience of
children in church today tackling childhood
and church issues, and candidly observing adult
behaviour and the importance of biscuits!

Buy all 3 books
for £15
Cat Code: AA110224

Bible People Factfile
Peter Martin, Matt Buckingham
Format: Hardback – 48 pages
ISBN: 9780745963884
Cat code: AA150304

£8.99
Age
7+

8

Wanted: keen young detective! Examine the evidence, sift
through the clues and decide for yourself who are the heroes
and villains, and what REALLY happened. Each spread features
a Bible character alongside the case notes of their story, with
a gatefold featuring vital information and lively graphics.
Spend hours of fun puzzling out the mysteries on each page
with the factfile that both encourages reluctant readers and
appeals to boys.

ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

Age
6+

EMAIL:

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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Biography and memoirs

10

Information and reference

Walter’s War

Who’s Who of the Bible

Walter E Young

Martin H Manser and Debra Reid

Format: Paperback – 320 pages
ISBN: 9780745970301
Cat code: AA150322

Format: Paperback – 304 pages
ISBN: 9780745955186
Cat code: AA150319

£9.99

£9.99

Thousands of books have been written on the Great War, but the
voices of those who actually lived through the hell of blood and
pain have fallen silent. However, every now and then a treasure
is unearthed. Walter’s War is one such book. Written without
the knowledge of his family, and not discovered until after his
death, this is the gripping account of an ordinary soldier, who was
awarded the Military Medal. Vivid writing captures the mixture
of boredom and terror that was so familiar to soldiers fighting on
both sides. A fascinating and challenging read.

The Bible contains over three thousand names – all of which
are included in this compendium. Every single individual
whose name appears in the Bible is listed here, in order of their
appearance – along with their dates, a concise description of
their lives and significance, and references to where they occur
in the text.

My Secret Life in Hut Six

The Lion Handbook to the Bible

Mair Russell-Jones and Gethin Russell-Jones

Pat Alexander and David Alexander

Format: Paperback – 256 pages
ISBN: 9780745956640
Cat code: AA150325

Format: Paperback – 816 pages
ISBN: 9780745953700
Cat code: AA150320

£9.99

£20.00

How Mair Thomas found herself at Bletchley Park trying to break
the German Enigma Code. This musician was brought up in the
welsh valleys and found that her degree in German and music
qualified her for the rarefied atmosphere of hut 6. This book
gives a fascinating insight into the secrecy, strain and day to day
difficulties of this extraordinary war work.

An authoritative yet accessible commentary on the Bible, book
by book and chapter by chapter, alongside over 100 articles
by leading scholars around the world on areas of special
interest. Beautifully illustrated throughout with more than 600
photographs, maps and illustrations, The Lion Handbook to the
Bible is a pleasure to browse and read, and a mine of information
and insight about this crucially important book.

ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

EMAIL:

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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Adult activity

Understanding Christianity

Relax, unwind and enjoy producing your own beautiful, unique coloured
works of art.

The brand new Understanding Christianity project resource offers
a clear, coherent and exciting approach to teaching and learning
about Christianity in school RE for 4 year olds to 14 year olds.

Images of Grace
Jacqui Grace
Cat code: AA160306

£8.99
Images of Grace is a truly beautiful Christian adult colouring book, the 1st
in a series. 88 pages of beautiful hand-drawn illustrations by Jacqui Grace,
based around Scripture verses. Book 25x25cm in size, with gold foiled
cover and heavy weighted paper.

The Big Frieze
Created by Emma Yarlett to support the project, the frieze depicts seven core themes of
Christianity, from Creation and Fall to Salvation and the Kingdom of God. Each frieze
comes with an accompanying booklet which unpacks the ideas in the artwork and
suggests topics for discussion and exploration with pupils. Also suitable for use with
a church homegroup or Bible study group. See if you can spot Adam and Eve, David,
Jonah, Elijah, the nativity, the feeding of the five thousand, Peter, Paul and many others!

Images of Hope
Jacqui Grace
Cat code: AA160307

£8.99
Images of Hope is Jacqui Grace’s 2nd inspirational book. The book is
25x25cm and has 88 pages of beautiful illustrations.

Frieze: scroll
(220mm x 1,260mm)
+ booklet

£25.00

160209

Frieze: large
(420mm x 2,400mm)
+ booklet

£50.00

160219

www.understandingchristianity.org.uk

Images of Grace bookmarks
Jacqui Grace
Cat code: AA160308

£2.99
10 colouring bookmarks, 68x195mm, based on the bestselling book, Images of Grace.

12

ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

EMAIL:

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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Picturing Christianity

Order form

Picturing Christianity

Pull out these centre pages and state the quantities of items you would like
to buy. Then add up the order total and postage and return the form to us.

Lat Blaylock
Format: Book and CD
ISBN: 9781910261057
Cat code: 150304

£40.00
Picturing Christianity is a visual learning feast: 24 beautiful images of
global Christianity with great learning and discussion activities for all
age groups.
This pack ranges across the whole of biblical history, and contains:
• 24 laminated double-sided colour A4 picture cards with outstanding
photographs and art works from 13 different nations
• A 36-page A4 book with notes on each picture
• A CD-ROM of printable images

The quality and range of pictures in Picturing Christianity
is such that we used it in our Lent Course to widen
perspectives and stimulate discussion around our
understanding of the variety of expressions of Christianity’.
Francis Loftus Vicar of Riccall, Barlby and Hemingbrough.
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Cat code

Product

Price

AA150313

Animal Tales

£6.99

AA160301

Build Your Own
Noah’s Ark

£6.99

AA150314

Stories Jesus Told

£7.99

AA160302

Stories Jesus Told
Colouring Book

£3.99

160104

The Lion Storyteller Bible

£15.99

AA160303

Day is Done

£6.99

AA130205

Held in Hope
(set of 4)

£15.00

AA160304

The Lion Comic Book
Hero Bible

£14.99

AA160305

The Unofficial Bible
for Minecrafters

£12.99

AA150305

Bible Detective

£8.99

AA150304

Bible People Factfile

£8.99

AA110224

Hillytown Biscuit Church
(set of 3)

£15.00

AA150322

Walter’s war

£9.99

AA150325

My Secret Life In
Hut Six

£9.99

AA150319

Who’s Who of the Bible

£9.99

AA150320

The Lion Handbook to
the Bible

£20.00

AA160306

Images of Grace

£8.99

AA160307

Images of Hope

£8.99

AA160308

Images of Grace
Bookmarks

£2.99
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RE Today Services
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ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

EMAIL:

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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Order form

Order form

Cat code

Product

Price

150304

Picturing Christianity

Total

Order details
Cat code

£40.00

Product

Price

Quantity

Total of products chosen from page 15-16

Total
£

CAL74

Called to Praise

£5.00

AA160309

Just10

£10.00

AA160310

The Life: A Portrait
of Jesus

£6.99

AA160311

Unlocking the Growth

£8.99

AA160312

Creating a Culture
of Invitation

£8.99

NB Kindle version is only available via Amazon

AA160322

Soul Keeping

£9.99

Please supply a valid email address (on page 18) for Fresh From the Word 2017 digital editions
to be sent to you.

AA160323

If You Want to Walk
On Water

£9.99

AA160313

Adoring Angels

£3.50

AA160314

Arrival of the Kings

£2.95

AA160315

Peace, Love and
Joy doves

£2.95

AA160316

Colour burst minicards

£3.50

AA160317

Festive symbols minicards

£3.50

AA160318

Easter blooms

£1.95

AA160319

Church at Easter

£1.95

AA160320

Easter window

£1.95

AA160321

With love at Easter

£1.95

160209

Frieze: small scroll

£25.00

160219

Frieze: medium scroll

£50.00

AA160331

NATRE sponsorship

£120.00

Total your products and complete the order form on
pages 17-18

16

Qty

ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

AA160201 Fresh From the Word 2017 – paperback copy

£9.99

£

Become an IBRA Rep! 10% discount applicable to orders Discount
of 3 or more copies of Fresh from the Word 2017
10%

£

AA160203 Fresh From the Word 2017 – ePub

£7.20

£

AA160204 Fresh From the Word 2017 – PDF

£7.20

£

Product subtotal

£

Donation
Yes, I would like to make a donation to
IBRA’s International Fund to help support
our international community of readers.
(Please see page 28 for more information)

£5.00

£

£10.00

£

£25.00

£

£50.00

£

Other

£

Total amount £
Postage and packaging rates

Western
Europe

Rest of the
world

£5.00

£6.00

Order value up to £25

£2.50

Order value £25.01 – £75.00

£5.00

Order value £75.01 – £100

£7.50

Order value over £100

FREE

Please contact us for
revised postage.

Website: shop.christianeducation.org.uk
Email: sales@christianeducation.org.uk
Call: 0121 458 3313
Post: use the order form on pages 15–18 and send to:
Christian Education, 5-6 Imperial Court,
12 Sovereign Road, Birmingham B30 3FH

£

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

UK

EMAIL:

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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Spiritual growth

Your details
Please fill in your order on the reverse
Title:

First name:			

Called to Praise

Last name:

Compiled by Donald Hilton

Address:

Format: Paperback – 304 pages
ISBN: 9781904024743
Cat code: CAL74

						Postcode:

£5.00

Tel:

This anthology is a rich collection of thoughtful and thought-provoking prayers
and readings for use in worship. Called to Praise is divided into sections which
follow the pattern of the Christian year and explore major Christian themes.

Email:
Your order will be dispatched when all books are available. Payment in pounds sterling, please.

Just10

I enclose a cheque (made payable to Christian Education)
I would like to pay via credit/debit card

Card type:

(please circle)

J.John
Format: Paperback – 298 pages
ISBN: 9780957389090
Cat code: AA160309

Visa / MasterCard / Delta:

Cardholder’s name:

£10.00

Billing address if different
to above (inc. postcode):

Imagine a world where love guides every action. A community where
people place others before themselves. A place where God is recognised
and respected. Just10 explores the Bible’s stated design for our relationship
with God, and with each other. As you read this book, you will discover
the Ten Commandments are as relevant now as the day they were given.

Card number:
Security (CSC):

Start date:

Signature:

Expiry:

/

Date:

The Life: A Portrait of Jesus

Gift Aid declaration

J.John

If you wish to Gift Aid your donation please tick the box below.
I want IBRA to claim back tax on this gift and any future gifts until I notify you otherwise. I am a UK
taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of
Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.

Format: Paperback – 207 pages
ISBN: 9780992839963
Cat code: AA160310

Signature:

£6.99

Date:

There is no denying the importance of Jesus Christ in the history of humankind.
He has walked through the last two thousand years of history, of empires,
governments, political systems and philosophies and has remained as a
dominant, challenging yet mysterious presence. In The Life: A Portrait of Jesus
J.John and Chris Walley achieve an uncommon blend – a serious book for
popular use and a popular book for serious reading.

I would like to know more about leaving a legacy to IBRA.
Christian Education is the charitable body behind the International
Bible Reading Association. Registered Charity No. 1086990.
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Spiritual growth
Unlocking the Growth

Soul Keeping: Caring for the Most Important
Part of You

Michael Harvey, Rebecca Paveley

John Ortberg

Format: Paperback – 192 pages
ISBN: 9780857211989
Cat code: AA160311

Format: Paperback – 208 pages
ISBN: 9780310275978
Cat code: AA160322

£8.99

£9.99

This book teaches the power of invitation. It may sound simple, but we
are so caught up in our busy church lives that we have missed it. Michael
likes to challenge churches of all sizes to double their congregation in a
day. The basics are simple: Invite your friends, and become an inviting
church. Develop a mind-set open to what God might do; work on creating
a welcoming environment; learn from mistakes; help people to know God.
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The soul is not a “theological and abstract subject.” The soul is the coolest,
eeriest, most mysterious, evocative, crucial, sacred, eternal, life-directing,
fragile, indestructible, controversial, expensive dimension of your
existence. Jesus said it’s worth more than the world.
So, shouldn’t you get pretty clear on exactly what it is? Shouldn’t you know
what it runs on? Wouldn’t it be worth knowing how to care for it? Two
things are for sure. One is: you have a soul. The other is: if you don’t look
after this one you won’t be issued a replacement.

Creating a Culture of Invitation
in Your Church

If You Want to Walk on Water
You’ve Got to Get Out of the Boat

Michael Harvey

John Ortberg

Format: Paperback – 160 pages
ISBN: 9780857216328
Cat code: AA160312

Format: Paperback – 240 pages
ISBN: 9780310340461
Cat code: AA160323

£8.99

£9.99

We like to think our church welcomes visitors. But how welcoming can
we be, if we are not inviting? We are welcoming as long as people get
themselves across the church threshold, but we fail to take our welcome
outside. After considering why it seems so hard to invite friends to church,
Michael looks at our concerns over acceptance and rejection, and suggests
ideas gleaned from years of trying to establish a culture of invitation.

You’re one step away from the adventure of your life. Deep within you lies
the same faith and longing that sent Peter walking across the wind-swept
Sea of Galilee toward Jesus. In what ways is the Lord telling you, as he did
Peter, “Come?”

ORDER NOW BY VISITING:

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

Winner of the
Christianity Today
Book Award!

EMAIL:

John Ortberg invites you to consider the incredible potential that awaits you
outside your comfort zone. Out on the risky waters of faith, Jesus is waiting
to meet you in ways that will change you forever, deepening your character
and your trust in God. The experience is terrifying. It’s thrilling beyond belief.
It’s everything you’d expect of someone worthy to be called Lord.

sales@christianeducation.org.uk

CALL:

0121 458 3313
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Christmas cards
Greeting inside all cards reads ‘With best wishes
for Christmas and the New Year’

Chris
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s
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Adoring Angels
Pack of 10 cards
Size: 117 x 117mm
Cat code: AA160313

Colour Burst Minicards
Pack of 20 assorted
Size: 100 x 100mm
Cat code: AA160316

£3.50
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s
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Festive
Symbols
Minicards
Pack of 20 assorted
Size: 100 x 100mm
Cat code: AA160317

£3.50

£3.50

Arrival of the Kings
Pack of 10 cards
Size: 125 x 125mm
Cat code: AA160314

£2.95

Peace, Love and Joy Doves
Pack of 10 cards
Size: 87 x 171mm
Cat code: AA160315

£2.95
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With Love at Easter

irmingham Pentecostal pastor and prison chaplain
Pack of 5
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Size: 150 x 150mm

on Jesus’ teaching on not being afraid
Cat code: AA160320

mposer and ecumenist

£1.95
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Pack of 5
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also runs
und which, through generous donations from readers,

UK £9.99
US $15.99

ISBN 978-0-85721-783-7

shop.christianeducation.org.uk

Fresh From the Word 2017

£9.99

Format: Paperback – 374 pages
ISBN: 9780857217837
Cat code: AA160201

If you would like to read Fresh From the Word
2017 on your eReader or Kindle, you can
purchase these through Amazon, iBooks and
other online retailers.

Foreword by J.John
Edited by Nathan Eddy
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Fresh From the Word 2017
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the Bible for a change

Foreword by J.John
Edited by Nathan Eddy

2017

m

From the Editor

Fresh From the Word: the Bible for a change will inspire your
daily reading of the Bible in a changing world. We bring together
a range of writers from biblical scholars and top theologians
to creative writers, church leaders and activists for peace and
justice. Our 2017 daily Bible readings offers 365 sets of notes,
prayers and suggestions for how to take action while looking at
biblical themes.

The dream and ideal of being at one with each
other as we encounter God has always been
close to our hearts. Our founding vision in 1882
was not simply reading the Bible, but reading
it together. Our writers have the task of writing
a fresh word – a reflection that engages the
imagination and touches the heart. Will you
join our writers and readers around the world
in this fellowship?

“Fresh From the Word is unique because we are a movement,
not just a publication – a fellowship of readers around the world
who read the same scripture passage each day, and so let the
Spirit move among us in a fresh way.”
Nathan Eddy

ain
d
te

721-783-7

Fresh From the Word 2017

04/07/2016 14:48

Why should I read Fresh From
the Word?
Reading the Bible could be the most exciting journey you ever
take. Whether you are new to the Bible or an experienced reader,
Fresh From the Word will inspire your exploration of scripture
by delivering a creative and challenging conversation with the
Bible every day of the year. With a clear, engaging format, this
book will support and encourage you on your journey of faith.

What makes Fresh From the Word
different to other Bible reading notes?
Unlike other daily Bible reading notes, Fresh From the Word
offers a truly international perspective. Writers from 6 continents
and different walks of life come together to provide thoughts,
reflections and prayers and share their experiences of the
Christian faith around the world.
Over a million people worldwide follow the daily readings set
out in Fresh From the Word. It is translated into local languages
from Samoan to Twi, Fanti to Yoruba. By reading Fresh From the
Word you become part of a global community and support our
aim to help Christians around the world engage with the Bible
daily. With your copy of Fresh From the Word you are supporting
this growing international mission.
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Nathan Eddy
Editor of Fresh From the Word

Fresh From the Word 2017

Foreword by Revd Canon
J.John
The Bible is the bestselling book in the world,
and an incredibly personal and intimate word
and way of life. The Bible is a source of huge
joy and power, but reading it takes effort and
commitment. That’s where Fresh From the Word
comes in. Here you will find daily reflections
from a variety of writers, fresh perspectives,
moving prayers, and themes to make you think.
I encourage you to make this book, with the
Bible nearby, a part of your daily ritual.
God has spoken to us through scripture and our
grateful response should be to listen: to read it
daily and let it save, steer and strengthen us –
every day!

J.John
Evangelist, Minister, speaker,
social activist and writer

Fresh From the Word 2017
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IBRA

Online community

International Bible
Reading Association

Help to secure our future – could you leave a legacy?

Since IBRA was founded in 1882 our UK readers have
been making donations to support our overseas readers
through our network of IBRA Partners. Our IBRA
partners are based in 11 countries, but the benefit
flows over borders to at least 32 countries across the
world. IBRA partners work tirelessly to organise the
translation, printing and distribution of Fresh From
the Word Bible study notes and lists into many
different languages.

Making a difference
‘For some people Fresh From the Word is like a
life companion. We have a lady in Chennai who is an
ardent user. In October 2015 she wanted to go to Australia for six months to be with her
daughter. She called me urgently and asked if Fresh From the Word 2016 was ready. I had just one
copy which the printing press sent as the first copy. I decided to send her my copy by courier. That
was the time when the Chennai floods started. She called me a few hours before her departure and
said, “Thank God, and thank you! Just now the courier brought me Fresh From the Word. He was
wading in flood water. Only the cover of the book is wet!”’
Rev Dr Ipe Joseph, All India Sunday School Association (AISSA), Nagpur, India

Make your mark
Will you work with us and help us to enable Christians from different parts of the world to grow in
knowledge and appreciation of the Word of God by making a donation?

•

£100 can provide 80 copies of Fresh From the Word in Nigeria

•

£50 can fund 70 translated copies of Fresh From the Word in India

•

£25 can pay to print 30 copies in Ghana

•

£10 can support 6 translated copies in Fiji

Leaving a gift in your will to IBRA is a way of ensuring that this work continues for years to come:
to help future generations and reach out to them with hope and the life-changing Word of God –
people we may never meet but who are all our brothers and sisters in Christ.
To find out more please contact our Legacy Adviser by email admin@christianeducation.org.uk
or by writing to International Bible Reading Association, 5-6 Imperial Court, 12 Sovereign Road,
Birmingham B30 3FH.

Want to find out more
about IBRA and our
global community?
Check out our website www.ibraglobal.org
We aim to encourage and support Christians
around the world to read the Bible daily.
Featuring regularly updated Bible readings,
prayers and reflections from over 50
international writers alongside details of how
IBRA serves the church around the world
through its International Fund.

Keep up to date with us on social media
Receive daily Bible readings and news from our partners around the world, and
engage with other members of the IBRA community by joining us on social media.

www.facebook.com/InternationalBibleReadingAssociation
www.twitter.com/IBRAbibleread
www.facebook.com/freshfromtheword

The whole of your donation will support people overseas in their daily reading of the Bible.
You can donate using the order form in the centre of this catalogue, or online at www.ibraglobal.org
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Fresh ideas and brand new materials…
...for every week of the year
ROOTS offers you lectionary-based resources for every
single week of the year. The resources are published in
two subscription magazines and on our website.

Adult & All Age

Issue 85 Septemb
er | October

Comprehensive provision for worship and learning
with adults, families and all ages together in
a variety of contexts.

2016

Adult & All Age

Resources for

Issue 85

September | October

2016

the weekly lectio

nary

ROOTS resources are wide-ranging, open-ended
and flexible, so you can use them in formal settings – and you can
also pick and choose ideas for other gatherings during the week.

£9.95

g People
Children & Youn
Resources for

£9.95

ROOTS can support you wherever
and whenever you meet

nary

the weekly lectio

Children & Young People
Lots of support for Sundays

Imaginative weekly resources help present,
explore and respond to the Bible with different
age groups – from toddlers to teens.

Wors
hurch
hip & l
earning for the whole C

www.rootson
theweb

.com

ch
Chur
hole
the w
Worship & learning for

.com

theweb
www.rootson

You can also use the materials
throughout the week

l

Preaching preparation

l

All-age, family and messy services

l

Ministry in schools

l

Junior Church and Sunday School

l

Children’s clubs

l

Youth groups

l

Toddler groups

l

Midweek prayer / study groups

l

Ministry with the elderly in
care homes

www.rootsontheweb.com
Includes all the weekly resources from the
magazines – plus materials for seasons and
festivals throughout the year.

Ju nio r Ch urch / Su

Fa

nd ay School

m ily se rv ice
Min ist ry with

You can subscribe to Adult & All Age, Children & Young People, or
both sets of resources.
New from August 2016: a range of print + digital and digital only
packages to choose from.
The ROOTS partnership brings together Churches and other Christian organisations.

Su nd ay se rm

on

Aft er-s ch oo l

th e el d erly

cl ub s

Find out more at www.rootsontheweb.com
FOR A FREE COPY

☎ 0845 680 5317

rootssales@rootsontheweb.com

Sponsor a local school’s Religious
Education department for just
£120 and they could get all this...
as part of a 12 month NATRE Membership
NATRE is the National Association of
Teachers of Religious Education; run by
RE teachers for RE Teachers work.

100%

of your
donatio
n
will go t
o
benefitin
ga
local sc
hool.

After the Second World War, it became a
legal requirement to teach 50% Christianity
and give understanding of other religions in
all schools; it’s still the same today. In our
current multi-cultural society RE has never
been so important, but school budgets are tight.

For just £10 a month, your gift will provide all the resources
you can see here, courses, and a community of over 200
local groups to support a Primary or Secondary teacher.
We will identify a school in your local area, and offer them
a 12 month FREE NATRE membership.

Tick the box on the order form in the centre pages
to sponsor or contact us at admin@natre.org.uk.
NATRE working with you to encourage and improve
Religious Education for young people in your area.
Christian Education/ RE Today Services
have been working in partnership with
NATRE for over 50 years.

www.natre.org.uk

